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Abstract: 

When SARS epidemics took place in 2003, the demand of epidemic prevention 
materials across the whole country increased drastically. Subsequently the country 
implemented regulations to manage these goods and materials used for epidemic 
prevention, and purchased large quantities of relevant personal protection devices, 
preserve it in the appointed healthcare facilities and public medical institutes, as 
means to prevent the spreading of SARS. But with protective devices approaching 
their life span, it is now necessary to discard large quantities of these devices, many of 
which are still functional, resulting in a waste of resources. Aside from SARS, many 
small influenza viruses may develop into a new pandemic, seeing that, it is vital for 
the country to simulate the likely scenarios, and take the best risk precautionary 
measures, storing enough epidemic prevention goods and materials. This research 
focuses on the study of five issues, in hopes of allowing better management of the 
epidemic prevention goods and materials:  
(1) Review in-depth on the literatures of epidemic prevention goods and materials 

management.  
Probe into and compare to national epidemic prevention goods and materials and 

other national relevant policies, consult the U.S. SNS develoment conditions and draw 
lessons wherever applicable, and consider the possible risk in the supply chain 
management from a risk evaluation and management balancing perspective. Then 
inspect the epidemic prevention material supply chain and health facilities through the 
supply chain operation reference (SCOR). Lastly, throught the views of preventability, 
the responsiveness, and organization proposed by Professor Hsieh Fei, explore issues 
of concern in each stage in the case of a disruption.  
(2) Survey on the use, storage and supply status of personal protective equipments.  

Surveys show that the purchases of protective devices by health institutes are 
highly unpredictable during the SARS outbreak, both in terms of periods between 
orders and quantities. This may be attributed to personnel focusing on treatment and 
preventions, and are negligent of the management and planning of the usage of 
resources, resulting in large purchases in panic. Thus causing the volume of stock of 
every hospital after SARS to be excessively large. Then, based on principles of SCOR, 
explore and analyze the supply conditions of the N95 Gauze Masks from the 
perspective of “Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, Return, and Enable” 
(3) Inspect MIS resource administrative system of the disease controls department. 

Though the present system has information on resource usage and storage of most 



hospitals and warehouses across the nation, but the storage of goods and materials on 
the supplier's end remain undisclosed. This makes resource allocation difficult in the 
future, in the event of another epidemic outbreak. 
(4) Build quantitative model to analyze the reasonable PPE inventory levels during 
SARS period. 
(5) Construct the supply chain risk assessment and management framework for PPE 
and propose its use in the event of national epidemic diseases. 

Set up risk assessing and management style according to preventing three parts of 
strength , adaptability to changes and power of organization, structure epidemic 
prevention material supply chain manage operation mechanism, in charge of office , 
central logistics centre , go on three steps supply with disease with angle view of 
hospital chain analyses separately. And then try the epidemic prevention goods and 
materials demand that can regarded as according to the epidemiology standard and 
density of population of Taiwan, case it is finally by SARS it confirm and might case 
for according to lasting volume of stock way discussion not rational.  

The analysis result finds , under neglecting and transporting the situation of the 
cost, can receive two results , first, when order cycle to elongate, the greater 
thereupon stock what the central logistics centre needed to bear is, if staple stock the 
foot at beginning once, the stock amount will heighten the level which get very high, 
following stock cost and management cost, will cause the great pressure. Second, the 
central logistics centre and order unit of every point area drop to the minimum 
standard time, make stock plan rich elasticity , can change order amount according to 
the difference of demands, reduce the pressure followed of the stock.  
(6) Adopt the supply chain operations reference model(SCOR) to examine and 
analyze the structure and performance of current PPE supply chain and propose 
improvement plans. 

After assessing the SCOR performance index analysis, it was discovered that the 
main problem currently faced by the disease control department is the stock N95 
gauze masks are approaching their effective lifetime. The quantity of stock N95’s are 
estimated to be enough for the next 4 years, many of which needs to be destroyed, 
resulting in huge inventory losses. a large management capital must be paid each year. 
In addition, the volume of stock of protective clothing is enough to support the next 
24 years, and is obviously excessive. These two questions need to be examined in 
more detail, and appropriate responses must be identified. This research will explore 
this in more depth and raise more comprehensive scientific suggestions. 
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